(g) Establish administrative procedures to ensure that if a member is separated from the Navy or the Marine Corps under other than fully honorable conditions, the member is advised of:

(1) The right to a review of his or her discharge under provisions of 10 U.S.C. 1553, and

(2) The procedures for applying for such a review.

(h) Provide Navy and Marine Corps units and activities with information on the mission of the Naval Discharge Review Board through entries in appropriate personnel administration directives.

§ 724.306 Functions of the Commander, Naval Medical Command.
Under the CNO the COMNAVMEDCOM shall facilitate, as required, access by the NDRB to health records of applicants.

§ 724.307 Functions of the Commander, Naval Reserve Force.
In the case of Navy, the COMNAVRESFOR shall discharge the responsibilities of the CNO—

(a) Upon request and within available resources, provide qualified inactive duty reservists to serve as members of the NDRB.

(b) Upon request, provide appropriate accommodations to the NDRB Traveling Panels for purposes of conducting reviews at Naval and Marine Corps Reserve Centers and aviation facilities.

Subpart D—Principal Elements of the Navy Department Discharge Review System

§ 724.401 Applicants.
As defined in §724.114.

§ 724.402 Naval Discharge Review Board.
As defined in §724.102.

§ 724.403 President, Naval Discharge Review Board.
Supervises the Naval Discharge Review Board. (See subpart C).

§ 724.404 Director, Naval Council of Personnel Boards.
Exercises administrative control and oversight of the Naval discharge review process. (See subpart C).

§ 724.405 Commandant of the Marine Corps or the Commander, Naval Military Personnel Command.
Personnel managers of the Marine Corps and the Navy; responsible for providing limited support to the Naval Discharge Review Board and for implementation of departmental discharge review decisions. (See subpart C).

§ 724.406 Commander, Naval Medical Command.
Custodian of Navy and Marine Corps health records. (See subpart C).

§ 724.407 Commander, Naval Reserve Force.
Manages Naval Reserve resources. Responsible for providing limited support to the Naval Discharge Review Board. (See subpart C).

§ 724.408 Secretary of the Navy.
The final authority within the Department of the Navy in discharge review.

Subpart E—Procedural Rights of the Applicant and Administrative Actions Preliminary to Discharge Review

§ 724.501 Procedural rights of the applicant.
Each applicant has the following procedural rights:

(a) Within 15 years after the date of discharge, to make a written request for review of the applicant’s discharge if the discharge was other than the result of a general court-martial. The request may include such other statements, affidavits, or documentation as desired.

(b) To have that review conducted by the NDRB either in the NCR or other designated location, when a personal appearance discharge review is desired.